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👀CyberCrime👀 
 
‼ Are Brazilian President-elect Bolsonaro, Justice Minister
Sergio Moro, Glenn Greenwald, Pierre Omidyar and
Evgenyi Bogachev, (FBI's most wanted black-hat hacker)
involved in an international coordinated cybercrime aimed
at destabilizing the Brazilian democracy?

👀CyberCrime👀 

 

“A Brazilian hacker, codenamed "mysterious peacock" exposed confidential

documents on Twitter claiming to have traced Bitcoin deposits on the sum of 300k

USD paid from The Intercept to Evgenyi Bogachev, FBI's most wanted black-hat

hacker.”
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👀CyberCrime3👀 

 

Trump Claims PBO Knew about FBI Russia inv’n: 'You're Going to Find That Out' 

 

Trump said former PBO "had to know" about the FBI "setup" to investigate his

campaign, but shied away from directly accusing Obama of initiating the inv’n for the

time being.

👀CyberCrime3👀 

 

Trump said that if details of the FBI's counterintel inv’n into his campaign & alleged

Russia ties had come out before the election it's very possible he would have lost to

Hillary Clinton. 
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"I don't think I would have had enough time to defend myself," he said.

👀CyberCrime5👀 

 

Trump threatens a 'market crash the likes of which has not been seen before if he

loses 2020 elex — but economists are worried he's causing a recession on his own 

 

A market crash has been Trump’s goal since 2013. 

 

Mobsters can buy stuff pennies on the dollar.
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👀CyberCrime6👀 

 

McCabe says it's 'absolutely' time to launch impeachment inquiry into Trump 

 

“There are so many witnesses who could provide important, essential testimony to

Congress that can only be done in the scope of an impeachment inquiry..”

👀CyberCrime7👀 

 

Beijing and Moscow lay the groundwork for a digital authoritarian future 

 

RBS says Saudi bank merger boosts its core capital 

 

Sara Netanyahu Israel PM's wife convicted of misusing public funds 

 

Golan Heights: Israel unveils 'Trump Heights' settlement sign

👀CyberCrime8👀 

 

Hundreds of active-duty and retired law enforcement officers from across the United
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u d eds o  act ve duty a d et ed aw e o ce e t o ce s o  ac oss t e U ted

States are members of Confederate, anti-Islam, misogynistic or anti-government

militia groups on Facebook, a Reveal investigation has found.

👀CyberCrime9👀 

 

Boeing CEO concedes ‘mistake’ with planes in 2 fatal crashes 

 

The reckoning: a manifesto for Code 2019 

 

A Silicon Valley reckoning is forcing tech companies like FB & Google to rectify some

of the incalculable mistakes they made as they built up the internet.

👀CyberCrime10👀 

 

Pragya Singh Thakur is a Hindu ascetic who has boasted of her role in destroying a

medieval mosque, valorized the man who murdered Mohandas Gandhi as a “patriot”

& is facing trial on a charge of terrorism. 

 

Last month, she was elected to India’s Parliament😱
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👀CyberCrime11👀 

 

India announces retaliatory trade tariffs against the US 

 

Sub-Saharan African ports play an integral role in Beijing’s Belt and Road Initiative.  

 

46 sub-Saharan African ports tied to Chinese entities have been identified. #BRI

👀CyberCrime12👀 

 

How Trump silenced the people who could expose his business failures 

 

It was by bullying & silencing people who could have stopped those deceits —

particularly reporters & Wall Street analysts — forcing all but a very few into a

conspiracy of silence.
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👀CyberCrime13👀 

 

Two executives linked to a Malaysia wealth fund scandal (#1MDB) were convicted of

financial crimes & sentenced to prison in Abu Dhabi 

 

Slovakia’s First Female President, Zuzana Caputova, Takes Office in a Divided

Country
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👀CyberCrime14👀 

 

U.S. Mideast Envoy Greenblatt: We May Postpone Publication of Peace Plan to

November 

 

Jason Greenblatt also backs remarks made by U.S. Ambassador David Friedman,

who said Israel has a right to annex parts of the West Bank

👀CyberCrime15👀 

 

Electrical failure cuts power to all of Argentina & Uruguay, supplier says 

 

8,000-year-old Carvings by Ancient Humans Discovered in World's Biggest Asteroid

Impact Crater 

 

No show Boris Johnson’s rivals vie to offer their visions for post-Brexit Britain
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‼ Are President-elect Bolsonaro, Justice Minister Sergio Moro, Glenn Greenwald,

Pierre Omidyar and Evgenyi Bogachev, (FBI's most wanted black-hat hacker)

involved in an international coordinated cybercrime aimed at destabilizing the

Brazilian democracy? 

Felipe Bayan
@felipebayan

A Brazilian hacker, codenamed "mysterious peacock" has just 
exposed confidential documents on Twitter claiming to have 
traced Bitcoin deposits on the sum of 300k USD paid from The 
Intercept to Evgenyi Bogachev, FBI's most wanted black-hat 
hacker.

456 10:52 PM - Jun 16, 2019

284 people are talking about this

Evgenyi Bogachev 

File511 - HQ
@File511

Oh. You have my attention

Felipe Bayan @felipebayan
A Brazilian hacker, codenamed "mysterious peacock" has just exposed 
confidential documents on Twitter claiming to have traced Bitcoin 
deposits on the sum of 300k USD paid from The Intercept to Evgenyi 
Bogachev, FBI's most wanted black-hat hacker.

28 1:19 AM - Jun 17, 2019

See File511 - HQ's other Tweets

Trump Claims PBO Knew about FBI Russia inv’n: 'You're Going to Find That Out' 

 

Trump said former PBO "had to know" about the FBI "setup" to investigate his

campaign, but shied away from directly accusing Obama of initiating the inv’n for the

time being.

Trump claims Barack Obama knew about the FBI "setup" against him, …
President Trump said Obama "had to know" about the FBI "setup" to investigate his
campaign and implied the former president may have helped initiate the Russia
investigation.

https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-barack-obama-russia-investigation-who-star…

6/13/19 
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Beijing and Moscow lay the groundwork for a digital authoritarian future 

 

H/T @911corlebra777 

 

Beijing and Moscow lay the groundwork for a digital authoritarian futur…
Vladimir Putin and Xi Jinping met in Moscow last week and agreed on many things.
They agreed on their positions on the Middle East, on Iran, Venezuela, trade and
energy, and even on literature and ..…

https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/beijing-and-moscow-lay-the-groundwork-for-a-digital-…

🌏CHINA RUSSIA ALLIANCE🌏 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

CHINA RUSSIA ALLIANCE  
 
RU & China could be on the verge of reaching alliance 
conditions in the rapidly changing global situation characterized 
by growing tensions in their respective relations with the US.. 
orientalreview.org/2018/08/20/rus…

76 8:46 PM - Oct 3, 2018

99 people are talking about this

Russia, China Nearing Alliance Conditions
Clearly, a closer coordination between Russia and China in a
concerted strategy to push back at the US was expected to be a key
orientalreview.org

China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins
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@karolcummins

WHAT IS CHINA’s BELT and ROAD INITIATIVE  (BRI)? 
 

The project is often described as a 21st century silk road, 
made up of a “belt” of overland corridors and a maritime “road” of 
shipping lanes.theguardian.com/cities/ng-inte…

79 9:00 PM - Oct 13, 2018

86 people are talking about this

What is China's Belt and Road Initiative?
The project is often described as a 21st century Silk Road, made up
of a ‘belt’ of overland corridors and a maritime ‘road’ of shipping lanes
theguardian.com

🔑Erik Prince🔑 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Mapping Erik Prince’s Private Mercenary Empire 
 

Prince is the modern architect of private military firms 
 

His latest venture is in training security personnel in China 
 

But he's been all over the world, outsourcing militaries to 
cheap labor marketsalbawaba.com/news/mapping-e…

281 11:25 PM - Oct 20, 2018
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Mapping Erik Prince’s Private Mercenary Empire | Al Bawaba
Meet the Mercenary Prince

albawaba.com

🤔#SomaliaAndTeamTrump🤔 

 

Karol Cummins
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#SomaliaAndTeamTrump  
 
The curious tale of the long history of #TeamTrump & a GOP 
socialite operative in Somalia. 
 
The players: Paul Manafort, Erik Prince, Roger Stone & Michelle 
Ballarin.

187 4:19 PM - Aug 12, 2018

140 people are talking about this

Johnson’s rivals vie to offer their visions for post-Brexit Britain 

 

Five hopefuls clash in Channel 4 TV debate, as Hunt decries no-show from

frontrunner 

Johnson's rivals vie to offer their visions for post-Brexit Britain
Five hopefuls clash in Channel 4 TV debate, as Hunt decries no-show from
frontrunner

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/jun/16/boris-johnson-rivals-vie-to-offer-their-…

📌8/2/17 Trump angrily signs the RU sanctions bill calling the legislation

"significantly flawed" and included "a number of clearly unconstitutional provisions." 

 

📌Trump Adm ignored the 10/1/17 deadline to implement the new RU sanctions. LV

happened 

Timeline of Trump's delays on Russia sanctions
What you need to know.

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/timeline-trumps-delays-russia-sanctions/story?id=507…

🕊Thread🕊 
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Elaine  “it also does not exonerate him”
@starree

My father was one of the liberators of Dachau. May we never 
forget. #thunderbirds

44 9:42 PM - Jun 16, 2019

See Elaine  “it also does not exonerate him”'s other Tweets

RBS says Saudi bank merger boosts its core capital 

RBS says Saudi bank merger boosts its core capital
Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) said on Sunday the completion of a merger between
Alawwal bank and Saudi British Bank would lead to RBS shedding $5.9 billion of
risk weighted assets and boost its core c…

http://www.arabnews.pk/node/1511496/business-economy

Assessing the Risks of Chinese Investments in Sub-Saharan African Ports 

 

Sub-Saharan African ports play an integral role in Beijing’s Belt and Road Initiative.

46 sub-Saharan African ports tied to Chinese entities have been identified. #BRI

Assessing the Risks of Chinese Investments in Sub-Saharan African P…
 

https://www.csis.org/analysis/assessing-risks-chinese-investments-sub-saharan-africa…

🏮China’s Belt and Road Makes Inroads in AFRICA🏮 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

China’s Belt and Road Makes Inroads in Africa  
 
Overview:twitter.com/karolcummins/s…
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Karol Cummins @karolcummins
China’s incursions into Africa  

 
China's role in Africa is becoming increasingly important and 
controversial.

7 7:26 PM - Oct 13, 2018

See Karol Cummins's other Tweets

🏮China’s incursions into Africa🏮 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

China’s incursions into Africa  
 
China's role in Africa is becoming increasingly important and 
controversial.

23 7:14 PM - Oct 13, 2018

28 people are talking about this

Golan Heights: Israel unveils 'Trump Heights' settlement 
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Israel unveils 'Trump Heights' in Golan
Mr Netanyahu said the move honoured the US president for recognising Israel's
sovereignty over Golan.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-48656431

Trump’s polling guru Tony Fabrizio 

 

WaterBluSky
@MsMariaT

"Tony Fabrizio, Trump’s campaign pollster, dismissed the data as 
“incomplete and misleading,” representing a “worst-case 
scenario in the most unfavorable turnout model possible.” 
 
Trump campaign cutting ties w/pollsters after internal numbers 
leaked nbcnews.com/politics/meet-…

90 2:29 PM - Jun 16, 2019
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Trump campaign cutting ties with pollsters after internal numb…
The president's re-election campaign says series of polls showing
Joe Biden ahead in 11 key states are "ancient" news.
nbcnews.com

Sara Netanyahu Israel PM's wife convicted of misusing public funds 

Israel PM's wife convicted of misusing public funds
An Israeli court Sunday convicted the wife of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
of fraudulently using state funds for meals, under a plea bargain which dropped
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more severe charges. While the ruling …

https://news.yahoo.com/israel-pms-wife-convicted-misusing-public-funds-102929377.h…

Electrical failure cuts power to all of Argentina and Uruguay, supplier says 

South America reels after massive outage
Argentina's president promises a full investigation after a blackout left millions
without electricity.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-48652686

🏵Updated Calendar🏵 

RubyWorms
@RubyWorms

Updated calendar:  Flynn and Gates subpoenaed 
490 12:57 PM - Jun 13, 2019
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McCabe says it's 'absolutely' time to launch impeachment inquiry into Trump 
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McCabe says it's 'absolutely' time to launch impeachment inquiry into …
Former Deputy FBI Director Andrew McCabe said Thursday that it was "absolutely"
time to launch an impeachment inquiry against President Trump.

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/448545-mccabe-says-its-absolutely-time-t…

🏵TrumpOceanClubPanama🏵 

 

Update: 

 

WaterBluSky
@MsMariaT

ICYMI: "The majority owners of the former 
#TrumpOceanClubPanama say they’ve unearthed old financial 
records showing the Trump Org evaded the country’s 
taxes...Cypriot investor Orestes Fintiklis...made the filing Monday 
in New York [federal court]." 
 thedailybeast.com/owners-of-form…

174 5:17 AM - Jun 16, 2019
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Owners of Former Trump Panama Hotel Say President’s Comp…
The owners of the president’s former hotel say they have records
showing the Trump Organization did not pay taxes.
thedailybeast.com

‼ Yujing Zhang The Mar-A-Lago Intruder 

WaterBluSky
@MsMariaT

Yujing Zhang's recent trip to Mar-A-Lago (by invitation from 
Cindy Yang and Charles Lee), wasn't her first trip to a Trump 
property. 
 
Zhang stayed at a Trump hotel in NY in 7/16   and 1/17, 
previously:  stripes.com/news/us/feds-p…

201 3:34 AM - Jun 16, 2019
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168 people are talking about this

Feds pursue potential national security case against Mar-a-La…
For the first time, federal prosecutors have disclosed they are
developing a potential national security case against Yujing Zhang,
stripes.com

The reckoning: a manifesto for Code 2019 

 

A Silicon Valley reckoning is forcing tech companies like Facebook and Google to

rectify some of the incalculable mistakes they made as they built up the internet. 

The reckoning: a manifesto for Code 2019
A Silicon Valley reckoning is forcing tech companies like Facebook and Google to
rectify some of the incalculable mistakes they made as they built up the internet.

https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/6/10/18660247/code-conference-2019-manifesto

‼ OBG‼  

 

2017 

 

Report: Obama ordered cyber 'implants' for Russian network in response to hacking 

 

H/T @muellertime1000 

 

Report: Obama ordered cyber 'implants' for Russian network in respon…
The White House anguished over how and when to report publicly about Russian
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hacking out of concern it could impact the presidential election.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/06/23/obama-ordered-u-s-intelligence-age…

Hundreds of active-duty and retired law enforcement officers from across the United

States are members of Confederate, anti-Islam, misogynistic or anti-government

militia groups on Facebook, a Reveal investigation has found. 

Inside hate groups on Facebook, police officers trade racist memes, c…
Officers in law enforcement agencies across the country have joined private hate
groups on Facebook, participating in the spread of extremism.

https://www.revealnews.org/article/inside-hate-groups-on-facebook-police-officers-trad…

Pragya Singh Thakur is a Hindu ascetic who has boasted of her role in destroying a

medieval mosque, valorized the man who murdered Mohandas Gandhi as a “patriot”

& is facing trial on a charge of terrorism. 

 

Last month, she was elected to India’s Parliament

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/meet-one-of-indias-most-divisive-n…

How Trump silenced the people who could expose his business failures 

 

It was by bullying & silencing people who could have stopped those deceits —

particularly reporters & Wall Street analysts — forcing all but a very few into a

conspiracy of silence.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/posteverything/wp/2019/06/14/feature/how-don…

U.S. Mideast Envoy Greenblatt: We May Postpone Publication of Peace Plan to

November 

 

Jason Greenblatt also backs remarks made by U S Ambassador David Friedman
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Jason Greenblatt also backs remarks made by U.S. Ambassador David Friedman,

who said Israel has a right to annex parts of the West Bank

U.S. Mideast envoy Greenblatt: We may postpone publication of peace…
Jason Greenblatt also backs remarks made by U.S. Ambassador David Friedman,
who said Israel has a right to annex parts of the West Bank

https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/u-s-mideast-envoy-greenblatt-we-may-postpone-…

Two Executives Linked to 1MDB Scandal Jailed in Abu Dhabi 

 

Two executives linked to a Malaysia wealth fund scandal were convicted of financial

crimes and sentenced to prison in Abu Dhabi. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-16/two-executives-linked-to-

1mdb-scandal-jailed-in-abu-dhabi-wsj

Boeing CEO concedes 'mistake' with planes in 2 fatal crashes

CEO: Boeing made mistake in handling warning-system problem
PARIS (AP) — The chief executive of Boeing said the company made a "mistake"
in handling a problematic cockpit warning system in its 737 Max jets before two
crashes killed 346 people, and he...

https://apnews.com/531ad32b38844a7685ab234e59337a97

Trump warns of a 'market crash the likes of which has not been seen before' if he

loses 2020 election — but economists are worried he's causing a recession on his own 

 

A new market crash has been Trump’s goal since 2013
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Trump warns of a 'market crash the likes of which has not been seen b…
The only market crash Wall Street investors, businesses, and consumers have
been worrying about lately stems from the President's trade wars.

http://www.businessinsider.com/trump-warns-market-crash-if-not-re-elected-2020-trad…

8,000-year-old Carvings by Ancient Humans Discovered in World's Biggest Asteroid

Impact Crater 

8,000-year-old carvings by ancient humans discovered in world's bigg…
The carvings were made on a strange formation within the crater known as the
"Rain Snake" dyke.

https://www.newsweek.com/ancient-carvings-biggest-impact-crater-1443822
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Laughing Squid
@LaughingSquid

Warner Brothers Releases 'Dynamite Dance' Bugs Bunny 
Cartoon As Part of New Looney Tunes Series 
laughingsquid.com/dynamite-dance…

16 4:03 PM - Jun 16, 2019

See Laughing Squid's other Tweets
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Rebecca English
@RE_DailyMail

Sussex Royal have posted a new Father’s Day picture of little 
#Archie   Sussex Royal

16.9K 12:05 PM - Jun 16, 2019

2,731 people are talking about this
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Havi Brooks
@havi

Replying to @havi

His most chill and mundane version of the “I brought you a 
present” dance

10.3K 4:22 AM - May 21, 2019

1,455 people are talking about this
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The Dodo
@dodo

This old feral cat had trouble settling into his new home — until 
he met these kittens  (via @TinyKittensHQ)
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Barack Obama
@BarackObama

Yes we can, Greta. I’m hopeful because of you and all the young 
people who are fighting to protect the planet. Keep at it.

Greta Thunberg @GretaThunberg
Yes we can.#FridaysForFuture #schoolstrike4climate #ClimateStrike
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20.6K people are talking about this
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Bookdigger Jim
@goodoldcatchy

Seeing as how CNN, Newsweek and the New York Times can’t 
do any decent reporting on the Trumps, here’s my puff piece on 
Donnie: 
 
Donald J. Trump is a privileged and mentally deficient petty 
conman and all-round shitlord born in 1946. Having inherited a 
ton of cash but no brains

18.3K 4:03 AM - Jun 15, 2019

7,252 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

I hope everyone enjoyed a lovely week end with friend and family. 

 

Are we ready for another cray, cray week? 

 

I am hoping for some mega bombshells this week— big pedo story is rumored

incoming. 
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Trump rages non stop about Mueller - Flynn sentencing. 🍿
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